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The Determination of Traffic in a Road Netno rk - an 

y Economic Approach 
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1. Introduction 

One of the striking features of traffic is its resemblance to physi- 

cal flows. The relations between speed and volume and such phenomena as 

the nropagation of waves of stopping and acceleration are understandable 

from the mechanics of motion.   However appealing this physical view of 

the matter, it neglects the purposive aspect of traffic, which becomes 

particularly important Trtien attention is shifted from the single road to 

an entire network; that is to say, if we are interested in understanding 

the generation and distribution of traffic within a system of interoonneo- 

ted roads. • ' 

The point of view to be adopted in this context is that vehicles 

are operated by people who 1) have a range of choices available to them 

and 2) are motivated by economic considerations in their decisions. This 

element of choice prevails, even though, once comTdtted to the road, the 

movement of vehicles is governed largely by traffic conditions around them. 

For there is always the question, why people anticipating these constraints, 

and particularly the irritations of congestion, still choose to go when, 

where and at the speed they go, . . 

The problem of accounting for the element of individual choice In 

traffic behavior is not of merely theoretical interest} for on its solu— 

1/   Research undertaken under contract between the Cowles Commission for 
Research in Economics and the RAND Corporation. Acknowledgements are due 
to T. C. Koopmans and C. B. Winsten of the Cowles Commission for valuable 
comments and suggestions. This paper will be reprinted as Cowles Commission 
Paper, New Series, No. 00. 
J£/   Cf. Herrey, E. M. J. and Herrey, H., "Principles of Physics Applied 
to Traffic Movements and Road Conditions,1' American Journal of Physics, 
vol. 13, p. 1, (February, 19U5). 
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tion it will depend whether more exact and scientifically satisfying 

methods for traffic prediction can be developed. Three levels of the 

problem may be distinguished: 1) the structure of individual choioes 

affecting traffic, 2) the repercussions on choices from traffic conditions, 

and 3) the problem of traffic equilibrium in a network. 

Traffic engineering research has made important contributions to 

these through empirical and theoretical analysis of specific problems. 

What is lacking perhaps is recognition of the economic aspects of the 

problems involved and a general framework in terms of which the various 

results may be integrated. The present paper suggests stich a framework 

on the basis of some recent developments in mathematical economics. 

It gives a verbal outline of a model of traffic behavior and is part of 

a broader study on resource allocation problems in transportation, the 

mathematical treatment of which will be presented elsewhere. 

In standard economic fashion the investigation will be carried out 

on two levels: 1) that of the individual road user whose decisi. ons are 

made under the assumption of given traffic conditions that ar» consid- 

ered unaffected by his own particular choicej and 2) that of all traf- 

fic participants taken together, in which the interdependence of the 

various individual decisions is explicitly brought out. It will be 

noted that this partition ignores the possibility of road users operat- 

ing on a scale large enough to affect traffic conditions noticeably, as 

may be' the case for large trucking enterprises vd. th respect to traffic 

in the vicinity of their terminals, or for such organizations as the 

armed force». Rather this analysis envisages the ordinary user of the 

road, and it is believed that the eases mentioned before are perhaps 

best conceived as deviations from the norm, to be treated by alteration 

of the basic model. 
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2. Cost Factors 

The decisions of roäd users that affect the pattern and extent of 

traffic flows are mainly: whether at all to travel to a given point by 

road, which route to choose« which free speed, and which risks to take 

in passing slower vehicles. The variables that influence their deci- 

sions in turn are» the money cost of travel, chiefly for fuel and oil] 

the time spent/ the nuisance of congestion} and the risks envisaged. 

Ih the perspective of the economist, these various items constitute a 

bundle of discommodities, that is, of inconvenience undergone in order 

to obtain a certain end» transportation to a given point. If the driver 

picks a particular route and chooses to behave in a certain way as re- 

gards free speed and passing, this is interpreted as indicating a pref- 

erence for one among alternative bundles of these discommodities. 

In economic theory it is assumed that preferences satisfy some 

minimal requirements of consistency: it must be impossible to have a 

chain of commodity bundles, each of which is preferred to the previous 

one, with the last and the first bundle being the same. It can be shown 

that consistent preference implies a valuation of the commodities (or 

discommodities) in money terms, provided that one particular (discom- 

modity is expressed in money. For the present decision problem, this 

implies a valuation of the itiole  trip, of time, risk,and congestion 

nuisance in money terns, which is brought out if the road user is con- 

fronted with a sufficient set of alternatives. The fact that the in- 

dividual himself may not be aware of these implicit valuations is no 

objection as long as his choices are consistent in the above sense« 

In ccramerciaL transportation, the values of time and sometimes of risk 

are in fact given in explicit form. The per unit value of time, for 

instance, is composed of drivers' wa£;es and the time cost to cargo, the 
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detailed composition of which need not interest us here.    The point la 

that -iihile the values of time, etc., may be different for coramodlty and 

passenger transportation, in fact different for any tiro individual, a, 

it is nevertheless true that a definite (money) value is assigned to 

time by every road user.    This  justifies considering the deoiKLons of road 

users, once the choice to go by road is given as the outcome of cost ain- 
3/ 

Imization in terms of these concealed but definite money values.   A few 

words for clarification may be added on the items of risk and congestion 

nuisance. 

The notion of risk pertains to the probabilities of accidents of the 

various kinds. Its valuation, therefore, ultimately imputes values to 

health and human life. Valuation of life in money terms is implicit in 

all economic relationships that involve danger to human life. Since the 

strict enforcement of the "safety first" principle would mean in effect 

a standstill of most economic activity, a compromise is made which puts 

certain high, but finite, values on human life and health) and this is 

the case too for modern highway transportationo Theoretically, the cost 

of risk could be obtained by discounting the (negative) money values of 

death and various injuries, and the direct money costs involved, with the 

probabilities of their occurrence. For all practical purposes a measure 

of risk is afforded by the probability of an accident of any kind. An 

average loss - value is then assigned to an accident by each indivldualj 

and the situation ia now quite parallel to that of tine cost valuation. 

3/   Our objective cf ascertaining the existence of valuations implicit 
in drivers' choices of tine, etc., is clearly different from, but, of course, 
not unrelated to, the problem of assigning some plausible value to time for 
purposes of road construction policy. 
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The problfem of defining congeation nviisance in an operational way 

can be treated only on the second level of the analysis. Here wo remark 

only that the reduction of average speed from the average speed at which 

vehicles move when alone on the road furnishes a simple and unambiguous 

measure. Again an individual component must enter into the valuation of 

congestion nuisance. 

Beyond the formal logics of economic decisions, can economics explain 

the  substantive aspects of prevalent choices? One would think here of an 

explanation of the value to individuals of transportation between principal 

traffic generating points. This is indeed one of the tasks that location 

theory purports to answer. But, while this branch of economics may often 

help our intuition with clarifying arguments. Its present state is still 

one of inadequacy to cope with the more complex problems of interlocal 

flows of people and commodities« 

In the few cases where an economic assessment of the value of trans- 

portation between given locations is possible, this happens because there 

exists a geographic differential in commodity prices or in earning possi- 

bilities capable of further analysis. In general,economics cannot explain 

why peoples' values are what they are, since tastes must be assumed given, 

except possibly in psychology. 

If explanation fails, how then about the possibilities cf at least 

measuring values? One would be interested not in each individual's values, 

but of course in the valuations of the "typical" individual, or more pre- 

cisely, the frequency distribution of valuationsover the particular popula- 

tion of road users. Since no one is able to verbalize his valuations, 

measurement can take place only by inference from actions. But since all 

the pertinent values are operative simultaneously, a difficult problem of 
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identificatlon arises.    That is to say,  the given observations ar«  compat- 

ible with more than one set of values behind the actions of drivers.    For- 

tunately, it is not always necessary for prediction purposes to go  back to 

the individual values.    Traffic behavior can be formalized at ai intermediate 

level, the second level of the present analysis, in a way sufficient for most 

practical purposes.    Yet it is essential  for an understanding of the signif- 

icance of these simplifications that the theoretical analysis    be explicit 

up to the stage of individual decisions and valuations, 

3.    Drivers' Choices 

3*1    The decision T*Iother to go some place at all or have commodities 

shipped to some location, depends on economic factors mostly outside the 

highway network,  and not belonging to the domain proper of traffic  engineer- 

ing.    All we need to say here is that the expected returns from transporta- 

tion mast not be less than the total costs, composed of all the factors as- 

certained before:    money,  time,  risk, and congestion nuisance.    Only as far 

as -commodities are concerned an objective measure of returns is  sometimes 

avmilable in terms of the geographical price difference for the commodities. 

With respect to personal  transportation,  the element of individual valuation 

(of the returns)   is involved again. 

If alternative means of transportation are available,  individual demand 

for transportation by road depends on the relative costs.    Discussion of the 

(total) demand function for road transportation belongs to the second level 

of  the analysis.    Given that the individual decides  to travel by road between 

certain points,  the    returns side is fixed and all his further decisions may 

be viewed as aimed at minimizing costs. 

3.2    The elements that enter into the choice among routes are:    money 

cost as reflected primarily in geographical distance and possible road 

tolls,   time losses  through decays on congested roads and at intersections. 
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the inconvenience of congestion, and finally risks. A crucial point for 

the analysis is that in many cases the geographically closest route and the 

optimal route with respect to the factors mentioned do not coincide. This 

is the real reason why economic analysis of traffic must be in terms of net- 

works rather than with reference to a single road or intersection. Since 

we have a case of discrete choice among particular alternatives, comparison 

heed by made only of the total cost figures. Thus the only data that enter 

into the driver's choice are the amounts and values of the elements pre- 

viously mentioned, - time, money, risk, and congestion, 

3.3 A distinction must be made for the problem of speed selection, 

depending on whether the number of passings to be made enters as a consider- 

ation or not* (Simplifying, we may call these the cases of the congested 

and of the uncongested road)» The notion of desired or free speed refers 

to an idealized version of the second situation: where the vehicle is the 

only one on the road. It is with respect to the determination of the de- 

sired speed, that the apparatus of economic theory is most readily applicable. 

Roughly, the argument runs' like thie. 

Even if no legal speed limits existed, the speed of traffic would of 

course not be indeterminate. If it is not to be assumed that driving speed 

is the invariable product of habits (in which case an explanation of its 

formation would still be required) a rational element will have to be ad- 

mitted. Now from a certain speed on every increase of speed by (say) 

10 mph. will lead to a more than proportionate increase in risk« Similar- 

y ly from some speed on, money costs will increase more thm proportionately.-* 

IJ      For example, John Beakey and F. B. Crandall, The Effect of Surface 
^pe, Aligranent and Traffic Congestion of Vehicular Fuel Consumption, 
Oregon State Highway Commission, Highway Department, Technical Bulletin 
No. 5, 1937. 
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Furthermore, since time consumed per mile is the inverse of speed, the 

savings in time cost per unit increase of speed necessarily decrease with iiv- 

creasing speed.    The three factors combine therefore to decrease the advan- 

tages  (or increase the cost)  of additional   speed with increasing speed.    At 

the point of optimum the total cost is at a minimum and its derivative with 

respect to speed therefore is zero.    This is to say that with a small in- 

crease in speed the sum increase of time loss x value of time + increase 

of money cost - increase of risk x value of risk  (negative)  should be equal 

to sero. 

Now in o rater to evaluate these Aefivatircs, we have to know more accur- 

ately how tiiae. Honey eeet* «n4 risk defend OK speed.    Time obviously is 

inversely propertfctf»} te |free) 4pee4« provided speed remains constant on a 

given re*d# ih« pffeportioaalVlty X»cWr« being «he length of the road.    Fuel 

cost«  tfie eseefitiai p*l* of fceftey east, *» a function of speed, has been 

measured ia the ftp«&c&» tmtmftmt te.    94%^ respee« to risk we are not aware 

of any eoRiparable iBatuf»8vei»t»» 

the equation steiilie ttot til* net inerornent of cost from an increase 

in speed should be «e^e# pemiit» to say eonething about the effect of struc- 

tural changes en the free speed,    ftnas if through technological change, the 

rate of increase of money cost with speed is lowered (e.g. by means of an 

"overdrive"),  or if in response to a rise of the standard of living the 

relative value of time of an individual is increased, we conclude that a 

premium is put on higher speeds.    In the latter case,however, the disutility 

of risk increases also in proportion as the value of life is estimated at 

a higher level. 

A legal speed limit enters either as an unquestioned constraint on 

the set of possible speeds and then tends  TM coincide with the selected 
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speed for all those drivers whose desired speed would be higher, or other- 

wise it gives rise to an increase in money cost via the costs of fines die» 

counted at a risk factor for being caught» It appears in the latter case, 

that as the speed limit is lowered, the amount of its violation that appears • 

advantageous to the individual must increase, unless the controls or the fines 

are raised correspondingly. * 
i 

3«U One way of going from here to the case of a congested road is to 

introduce congestion nuisance as a function of speed into the analysis« 

In a more explicit approach tiro features emerge: the choice of the free 

speed is influenced by the anticipation of the number of passings to be 

made} and secondly, average speed is decreased by the delay in passing 

slower vehicles. While the first effect may be negligible, sons consid- 

eration is necessary for the second one, as to the conditions accepted 

for passing. Here we have a situation where only time and risk enter as 

relevant cost parameter«. The observable variable is the so-called crit- 

ical gap, or the minimal -time distance to the nearest vehicle in opposite 

direction for which the individual is willing to pass. If risk as a func- 

tion of the critical gap could be calculated, and if also the average 

waiting times for the various caPS 'fcrere known, a driver's critical gap 

could serve to evaluate his risk preference in terms of his value on time. 

As of now no satisfactory solution to either problem has appeared. 

U. Capacity and Demand Functions 

On the first level of the analysis we have asked how traffic con- 

ditions affect individual choices. On the second level the problem is 

somewhat the reverse: how do the various individual choices of route and 

speed combine to govern traffic conditions? This requires the study of 

three specific problem areas dealing respectively with speed, waiting 

■ 
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timsB,and demand for traffic as functions of traffic flows: namely, 

U.l the road capacity function», U.2 the intersection delays,  and 

li.3 the pi'obleins of diverted and generated traffic. A fourth pertin- 

ent probleni| concerning the acciaent rate as a function of traffic flows, 

has been omitted here.-^ 

U.l We shall call the relation between speed and flow on a particu- 

lar road the capacity of that road. Nearly all students of highway capa- 

city have started off their investigations by attempts to determine this 

relation, but they have for the most part used it only as a stepping 

stone to capacity itself which they usually define as a number repre- 

senting the highest possible (or "comfortable" or "practical") flow under 

certain given conditions. Since this search for a "best" point on a 

speed-flow curve has led to a great deal of arbitrariness, we wish to 

retain the whole curve and call it the capacity, or capacity curve. The 

description in $ below will illustrate why it is difficult to select the 

best point oa the curve, how it could in fact be done, but even more 

importantly why the selection of such a point is premature if done solely 

on the basis of capacity considerations without reference to the demand 

for road use. 

In the older literature on the subject attention was focussed on 

the case where all vehicles traveled at the sane speed. As the speed went 

up, the spacing Increased more than proportionately, and the resulting 

flow of vehicles past a certain point was found to increase to a max- 

imum and then decrease as the gain in speed was more than offset by 

5/  This is not to deny the importance of the problem« But it was felt 
that the contribution that differences in risks owing to differences in 
flow on alternative routes would make to drivers choices of such routes, 
is of second order of magnitude in the equilibrium to be described below. 
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the increase in spacing.    For quite obvious reasons  this unifona-speed 

capacity curve was never found to be very useful.    People do not all drive 

at the same speed ordinarily, and in those cases where they do some of 

them at least wish to go faster and will pass the cars «head of them as 

soon as the opportunity arises«    This leads to a bunching of traffic which 

the curve described does not take into account.    Of course it should be 

said that in the case of a large scale closely directed traffic movement« 

such as a military convoy,  these shoricosiiAgs wy disappear. 

The capacity notion to be used tem is  tbe very different one devel- 

oped by 0. K. Normacm and bi* «M0cl»ies i* ttoe Burevu of Pufclic Roads, 

a$d described in the Hi^wyy 2BM&&JteBSdl *    9or * P*i^i*U^ar wad a 

capacity curve is derived aoplrUaUy «hicfc raietas aeeraffl ipead anl 

flow.    The curves »hitft HAW to* pvftlUfod ahfl* Utat fie» InaMased 

only at the expeaee ef a «aAed ladtMtiea off everega epaed.    farther 

theoretical work i» naeessafy before a really «ecd es^laftatten of Viis 

mechanism caa be given, Wt it seen« *» 'fee ffairiy «leer that higher flows 

inhibit passing, and flow reaches a naxifiiu« when «11 ear« are traveling 

at vefy close to the same speed; «hieb then is necessarily a relatively 

slow one. 

It is not very clear in Nonnann»» -eork whether these curves must 

be detanained empirically for each road of interest or whether a study 

of typical two-lane roads, typical three-lane roads* etc., would suffice. 

The point is an important one because aspects other than the physical 

characteristics of the road may affect the shape of the curve.    The 

question is how important are these other elements,  and how mudi do they 

differ between roads in different places.    One of the things we have in 

mind is the distribution of the desired speed discussed in 3» or as i* 

is canetiraes called,  the "free—speed distribution," which tells us what 
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fraction of the traffic want« to travel at U5 mph., what fraction at 

60 raph., etc.    It is easy to see that the scatter of this distribution 

has an effect, for suppose that all cars wish to travel at about 60 mph.i 

then there will be very little necessity for passing, and very little re- 

duction in speed when passing is prevented.    On the other hand, if de- 

sired speeds are widely dispersed, say half the traffic wants to move 

at 30 mph. and half at 60 mph.» then passing «ill be frequent when it 

is possible, and delay» will be severe when it is not.    For the first 

dlstrifeutioo, arer^g« »feed «ill fe doim Ices with increases in flow 

than for the letter (ttsti4%«üon. 

Fron * t^eeretic»! point ef view it would seem that each road should 

have a capacity eu*«* ef it» «wit.    For not only do the distributions of 

desired fre» »peed» 4«f«n4 «A the phjraieal read conditions, but also 

those of the dfrfttrkfeution» ef «ap» accepted tot passing, and perhaps 

even the genemL prefer»Ac«» fer spaed fi the populations of drivers 

that use tile road.    For euppose that thefe is a choice between a longer 

and faster and a »learer fcut der» direct route.    Then it is to be expected 

that the drivere with prefereftce for greater speed tend to accumulate on 

the fast road* 

Earlier it was mentioned that the nuisance aspect of congestion may 

have sos» Influence on a driver's choice of route.    A little more can now 

be said on this point.    Suppose the time consumed in traveling over altern- 

ative routes between the same origin and destination is the same. It may 

still be that drivers prefer one route because the traffic on the other 

makes it more bothersome to drive.    Judging from one's own experience, 

this sounds like it might be an important element to consider,  and seme 

attention in fact has been given it in the literature on capacity.^' 

6/      0. K.  Normann,  »Prell.mi nary Results of Highway Capacity Studies," 
Public Roads,  ▼• 19» P» 228  (february, 1939). 
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The  only suggestion to be made here is that if in attempting to explain 

drivers• choices of routes it is found necessary to include some measure 

of this nuisance factor, the ratio of average actual speed to average - 

desired speed might not be a bad one.    It gives an indication of the ex- 

tent to which drivers are prevented by the presence of traffic from travel- 

ing at the speeds they would like to go, and it is a means of distinguish- 

ing between routes which, from the viewpoint of time, distance, risk, and 

money cost, are identical« 

U.2    The capacity of an intersection, like that of a road, will again 

be described in terms,   not of a number representing an upper limit, but 

of a relation between flows through the intersection and the average de- 

lays incurred by the various flows, given a certain signalling system. 

For what we are chiefly interested in, as before,  is not the upper limit 

to flow or some "practical" limit* but rather the way in which delays 

depend on flows.    In principle, flows «nd delays -for different directions 

of traffic should be distinguished, tee there are,  of course,  circumstances 

under which an increase in the flow in one direction causes little or no 

delay to itself, but greatly augments  the delays suffered by vehicles in 

the crossflow.    If we wish to predict traffic movements,  it is essential 

to know how the delays are allocated. 

Intensive empirical studies, like Qreenshields'j-^of the behavior 

of vehicles at intersections should be very useful in deriving such capa- 

city curves in a case-by-case fashion.    However, more theoretical work is 

necessary before much can be said of a general nature beyond such intui- 

tively appealing but qualitative assertions as "delays should increase 

7/      Bruce D. Greenshields, Donald Schapiro,  and Elroy L, Erickson, 
Traffic Performance at Urban Street Intersections, Yale Bureau of Highw^r 
Traffic,  Technical Report No. 1 U9U7). 
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more than proportionataly witii flows," Recent developments in the study 

of random proceases (systems whose law of change is given in terms of 

probability distributions) lead one to believe that the prospects in these 

8/ 
directions are fairly good,-1 

U.3 From the economic point of view the demand for road traffic be- 

tween given points is first of all a function of its price, which we have 

Split up before into its various components: money costs, money values 

of time, risks and congestion. As with other demand functions, in econ- 

omics, the demand for traffic can be estimated only by observations for 

different sets of prices. In this respect "before and afte]>'Studies,, can 

bo a source of valuable information. But pertinent detailed data are 

rare. Only in the short-run, that is, while we consider no changes in 

network capacities and the costs of travel are constant, is the demand 

for road transportation adequately described by origin-destination figures. 

As soon as changes of capacity are admitted, changes of cost result and we 

are confronted with an induced demand for traffic. Failure to adequately 

take this "generated traffic" into account has led to the embarrassingly 

frequent underestimation of traffic on new constiructiona. 

Besides on the prices for road transportation, the demand for traffic 

depends on other parameters. It has been suggested2r that the amount of 

traffic between two cities is inversely proportional to their distance and 

directly proportional to the algebraic product of their population num- 

&/     See a forthcoming article on intersection delays by C. B. Winsten 
of the Cowles Commission. 

9/    «John 0. Stewart, The Development of Social Physics, American Journal 
of Physics, Vol. 18, No. 5, May, 195Ö, p. 21*8, and references. 
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bers, in the fashion of Newton's law of gravitation. But clearly this 

can be valid only as a first approximation, since it entirely disregards 

the particular economic (industrial) structure of the communities in ques- 

tion. Knowledge of the regional economy, if quantified in suitable form, 

should permit a more accurate estimate in individual cases. 

5.  Traffic Equilibrium 

A system of flows and speeds in a road network will be said to be in 

equilibrium if traffic conditions and drivers' choices are consistent. 

Suppose the flow on a Given road happens to be 600 vehicles per hour at a 

certain moment. We know from the capacity curve that the average speed 

corresponding to this flow will be, say 30 mph. It will not be higher, 

for the density of vehicles will be too great to allow the frequency of 

passing that a higher speed calls for; it will not be lower either, for 

the free-speed distribution upon which the capacity curve is based ensures 

that when passing opportunities arise there are enough fast drivers present 

to bring the average speed back up to 30 mph. Now suppose that at this 

speed of 30 mph,, 700 vehicles find this road a profitable one to travel. 

Traffic on the road will increase and the speed we started with will not 

be maintained. If only $00  vehicles per hour found the road tp be a good 

route, then the speed we started with would increase. Neither of these 

situations represents an equilibriumj only if at 30 mph. just 600 vehicles 

picked this road to travel would we have equilibrivun on this road. When 

the number of drivers choosing particular roads and speeds is such as to 

maintain the existing combinations of speeds and flows on all roads, that 

is, «hen demand and traffic conditions inviting demand correspond with each 

other throughout the network, then we have a system in equilibrium. In 

view of the periodi'city of traffic over the day, week and year, equilibrium 
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conditions can be realized only in the short run, or with regard to Jbhe 

ovez^ü.1 pattern of a longer period. 

An equilibrium is said to be stable if, any deviation from the flow 

and speed pattern induces a return to the original pattern, provided always 
.t 

that the deviation is not too large. It turns out that with the stated 

properties of road and intersection capacity curves and under the assumption 

that traffic demand decreases - or at least does not increase ~ with costs, 

there exists a stable traffic equilibrium provided drivers seek to minimize 

cost as defined in the previous section. 
- 

With this equilibrium approach in mind, the difficulties involved in 

selecting "practical" capacities, or "best" points on capacity curves, 

become apparent. HVe might define as "best" that point on the capacity 

curve for which every vehicle on the road was making as good time as on 

competing routes. In possession of this knowledge, no driver at least 

would be dissatisfied with the thought that he could have done better. 

But of course this point is precisely the point of equilibrium} it w^ll / 

always occur, and the attempt to find it without analyzing origin-destin- 

ation flows is to beg the whole question of what flows and speeds will 

actually occur. 

Another way of defining this "best" point might be to state arbitrar- 

ily <hat average actual speed should be within, say, 10 mph. of average 

desired speed. The major shortcoming of such a capacity raeasuremeht as a 

criterion is that unless these speed margins had some precise relation to 

each other (10 nph. for all roads would not do in general) they would 

provide no guide whatsoever to the economics of road improvement« Only 

the equilibrium analysis could provide the proper margins, s^ again we 

are back where we started. 
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Wille from a purely theoretical point of view it is satiefying to ecn- 

sider in full complexity the interplay of choices that leads up to a traffic 

•quilibrtum, practical considerations require drastic simplifications in 

order to get results. For this reason we shall outline a simplified equil- 

ibrium model on the assumption that drivers choose the route which minimizes 

travel time.   In other words we put a heavy weight on the individual's 

value of time, A corollary of this assumption (open to test) is that all 

traffic will distribute itself in such a way that if a particular flow 

between a given origin and destination uses more than one route the travel 

times for these different routes will be equalized. With this least-travel- 

time assumption, traffic in a given network depends on 1} the originations 

and destinations, that is to say, the demand functions for traffic; 2) the 

road and intersection capacity curves. 

6. Prediction 

With this simplified equilibrium model in mind, we now turn to the 

principal purpose of eoonoraLe traffic analysis, which is prediction. Pre- 

diction problems may be broken down into long-run and short-run problems. 

If we are wondering whether or not a new bridge or a new road should be 

built we must consider the effects of such construction on the decisi ons 

to buy oars and travel by road rather than, say, rail, and we must also 

know how many people will be induced to travel on the new routes who didn't 

travel at all before. The effect of permanent changes in the network and 

the decisions affected are long-run; they determine what was referred to 

above as "generated" traffic, [.See U.33 or more precisely, the demand 

functions for road transportation« 

10/  For a very interesting examination of this hypothesis, see D. L. 
Trueblood, "The Effect of Travel Time and Distance on Freeway ysage," 
Public Roads, v. 26, p. 2l4l (February, 1952), 
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In the shor't-run we have such problems as the direction of  traffic 

at special events, or the revision of signalling and channelisation arrange- 

ments to handle a temporary detour of traffic from a road under repair. 

But also with respect to long-run problems, i.e. network changes, it is 

useful to solve the problem first only with regard to the short-run deci- 

sions of drivers and then to find out how the result is changed in the long- 

run. Thus in predicting the changes caused by a proposed new construction 

of some sort we would first wish to find how the change will alter current 

decisions as to routes -and speeds. That is to say, what traffic will be 

divertedo On this we may superimpose then the effects of traffic generated. 

In the short-run the only choices left to drivers are those of route and 

speed, flows of traffic from each point of origin to each point of destin- 

ation being fixed, if we classify the decision to travel by road or some 

other means as a long-run choice. This is not to say that for any partic- 

ular problem we know the numbers involved, but at least methods exist for 

estimating these origin-destination flows, and quite an extensive and 

interesting literature on this subject has grown up. The next step is to 

attempt a description of the resulting short-run traffic equilibrium which 

we suppose to prevail. 

Seldom will it be necessary to derive the total flow and speed system 

from the start; more often, the problem is to predict the traffic flows 

after a given change in the network design» One way to go about this is 

first to consider a situation in which all the existing roads and inter- 

sections traffic speeds are those prevailing before the change, and for 

the new part speeds are desired speeds. Now for these speeds find for 

each origin-destination pair the quickest routes ^nd then, on paper, dis- 

tribute the corresponding flows over these quick routes. On some parts 

of the system the flows so derived will be different from the old flows 

(if the new construction makes ary sense at all) because for some component 

^ 
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of traffic  tlie new construction will save time.    To each of these new 

flows corresponds (via the capacity curve) a new average speed.    Using 

these new speeds  the procedure of distributing the flows is now repeated 

and a revised set of average speeds results.    Ideally this procedure would 

be continued until no change occurred, as would be the case when the equil- 

ibrium solution had been obtained.    Since* however, we are interested only 

in an approximate solution, a few steps of this procedure should be suffi- 

cient, provided that the alteration in network layout was not too big. 

In that case, the existence of a traf fid equilibrium ensures that this 

computational process comes to an end. 

The only modification required by a long-run analysis is to replace 

the fixed origin-destination data by demand functions for transportation 

depending on cost,  that is,  travel.times.    The computational process is 

not changed in principle, but more detail is added and data of another 

kind are needed, viz. the demand function«. It is clear that these functions 

are much more difficult to estimate and are subject to greater error thai 

the usual origin-destination data.    One way to get at these functions is 

by extrapolation through an origin-destination study before and (well) 

after, a significant change in the network.    The evaluation of a "before 

and after" study of this kind calls itself for an equilibrium model, 

'.    Conclusion V The practical purpose bf an equilibrium model is prediction. But 

the purpose of prediction must be seen with reference to the ultimate end 

of traffic evaluatiom the determination of the economically justified 

needs for road construction. The problem, what the highway network ought 

to be in order that it be of maximal benefit to the public, is a long-run 

economic probleQ of a high order of complexity. To put it differently. 


